
Vanessa,
I attended the workshop with Donald Newe on 20-22 Nov.  Amazing!  He told me that you sell 
bitless bridles in NZ.  I would love to get one, possibly two bitless bridles.  One for my daughter's 
pony that I took to the workshop, and one for my own horse.  I would also like to get a copy of 
"Metal in the Mouth".  I've looked in the NZ online bookstore that I use (goodbooksnz.co.nz) and 
am unable to find it.

How do I go about ordering these from you?

Thanks for telling me about Donald's workshop.  I REALLY enjoyed it. Please pass on to Donald 
that our horses say "thanks" for showing us a better way. 

Karyn

______________________
Hi Vanessa,
just a note to say that Donald's Christchurch clinic was fantastic, I learned more about horses these 
three days than I have in the rest of my life!  Really looking forward to the Auckland Clinic.  If it is 
still O.K. to camp at your place that would be great. Will we need a tent? If you'd rather we can 
easily go for B&B. Also if you could give us directions from the airport that would be good, I'll 
check with the other Mary about the flights, she has the tickets, but we will arrive Thurs p.m. 
sometime!
Donald said to bring a ground sheet, binoculars and wet weather gear  any other must haves?
Please pass on to Donald that Mary and I have both been to work already, Mary's horse seemed to 
enjoy the cordeo, little Sam, my donkey said 'eh-up Mother, whatcha got here!'  He was happy to 
have the cordeo around his neck and went back beautifully, we are working on forwards!
Best wishes,
Mary M

__________________________
Hi there Vanessa and Donald,

Well I dont know where to start really.  I guess what Donald brought to my family was at the same 
time absolutely natural and logical and also a kick in the bum.

When I first got Rata, my first ever horse, four years ago, I was really conscious of how I was 
around her.  Because I was not horse wise, she walked all over me and got not alot of direction from 
me, but I was never rough with her or "bossy", as my awareness of her sensitivity was acute - you 
know I had new eyes.

As the years have passed, I have taken advice and watched, become involved in riding club's  and 
Natural Horsemanship (and been horrified) and I myself have become "desensitized".  I have 
adopted firmer techniques to get the results people expect from a horse.  I am proud to say I have 
not ever lost my temper (outwardly) and been really violent, like I see regularly in the horsey world, 
but I have been rough and insisted.

When I took on Peach, my highly sensitive, high energy horse, I could no longer adopt any rough 
training methods - I just knew Peach would go and never return to me.  As we worked together, I 
realised the gentle approach was one I needed and I started to question the way we were with our 
other horses.  If I could achieve this with one horse, it should be possible with others - so I was 
looking then for a Donald to come along - and here he came.



So as I say, it seems so obvious and natural, but I just needed someone to shove it under my nose.  
Also to explain to my scientific mind the reasons many conventional training tools and ideals are 
not OK, so it could be logical as well as idealistic.  I needed to meet a horseperson who put it all 
together as well - nutrition, hooves, training, biomechanics, husbandry.  I just cant get my head 
around natural horsepeople that still have shoes on their horses feet and use Bits ???

His visit has inspired me to pursue with conviction what I had always in my heart known I ought to 
be doing - kindness, patience, sharing, gentleness, love, respect for all our fellow inhabitants on 
earth.  This is the core and the essence of the meaning of life for me, and always has been.  Donald 
reminded me of how important this is.

I am so thankful to Donald also for engaging with my children.  He has really got through to them, 
especially my older daughter.  She has thought about what was said to her and sees the absolute 
logic in what he said.  The younger one needs more time to think, but is starting to slowly do things 
just a bit differently.  It is much more powerful to hear something from such a passionate person as 
Donald, than Mum, who rants on about all sorts of things.  Donald is wonderful with children, and 
gave generously of himself even after a long day talking and teaching.

That is another thing I really appreciated about Donald's approach - it is very humble.  No airs or 
superiority, just normal old normal.  This is a first for me in the horse world from a teacher of this 
calibre.

NOW to go and practice what I know to be the way forward - there are many questions as I find my 
habits are no longer acceptable to my new/old perspective.

So thanks so much to both of you for helping get Donald down here, and I see a day in the future 
when we will all meet together to share some more time.

With sincere thanks and love to you both,

Melanie

_______________________________
Hi Donald,

Thank you so much for the workshop last weekend.  I really enjoyed it, so did Suzanna!

It was fantastic to spend the time with you and to, hopefully, absorb some of your knowledge and 
experience.

I've contacted Vanessa about the bitless bridles and I've ordered several books.  I'm looking forward 
to reading, learning and putting it all into action!

I was wondering if you would please email me some of the photos that Mary took with your camera 
on Sunday?  I am particularly after some of Suzanna.

Suzanna is VERY keen to teach Milly and our other horses and donkey to play soccer.

Thanks again,
Karyn 

_________________________________


